INTELLIPUTER STATUS

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

THE PLAN

MAJOR PROBLEMS

RECOMMENDATIONS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

REVISED PARTS LISTS

PC BOARD SIZED

NEW CASSETTE TRANSPORT SELECTED
THE PLAN

GET INTELLIPUTER INTO PRODUCTION EARLY
NEXT YEAR (FEB?)

NEW IC's

LARGE PIN-COUNT PACKAGES

GATE ARRAYS FOR 2 IC's

COMPUTERIZED DESIGN FOR ONE IC

FAST TURN-AROUND HOUSING TECHNIQUES

ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS

STRUCTURAL FOAM

SHEET METAL STAMPINGS
RECOMMENDATIONS

MODIFY BIG MAC STYLING TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH 2609

WIDEN BASE OF BIG MAC TO MATCH 2609
INTELLIPUTER PRODUCT PLANNING PREPARATION

LIGHT PEN DEMO

PROGRAMMER NOW ONBOARD

DEMO MECHANIZATION DEFINED

2 WEEKS TO DEMONSTRATION

STYLING

PRELIMINARY DRAWINGS TODAY

"B" SHEETS 2 WEEKS

SCHEDULE

STRUCTURE INITIATED BY BRUNO BORNINO

MAJOR QUESTIONS HINGE ON HOUSING & IC DESIGN

TECHNIQUES

HOPE TO GET RESOLVED WITHIN 2 WEEKS

REMAINING IN-LINE INFORMATION

HAVE MOST OF THE REQUIRED INPUTS

CAN GET PROCESSED WITHIN 2 WEEKS
VIDEOTEX PERIPHERAL

SCHEDULE PACED BY IC

SET BACK BY CANCELLATION OF CLASS
ATTEMPTING TO GET ALTERNATE ESTABLISHED

NEXT MEETING WITH CHEMICAL BANK

OBJECTIVE
KEEP UP INTEREST IN MATTEL
SELL JIM FLEMING ON INTELLPHONE APPROACH
FOR PRONTO

APPROACH
SHOW LIGHT PEN DEMO
DISPLAY MODEL AGAIN
DISCUSS CIRCUITRY AND FUNCTIONS

TIMING
WHEN LIGHT PEN DEMO IS READY - APPROX 3 WEEKS